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And the And the ““cheatercheater”” isis……

Meter
Matrix
Meter
Matrix

TheThe
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What the heck is a What the heck is a MMeter eter MMatrix?atrix?

The The MMeter eter MMatrix is a atrix is a 
tool to be used during tool to be used during 
editing to analyze editing to analyze 
your work for its your work for its 
adherence to proper adherence to proper 
poetic meter.poetic meter.
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Oh, yeah??!! Oh, yeah??!! 
Who says I have meter problems?Who says I have meter problems?

 If you donIf you don’’t have meter errors, t have meter errors, 
youyou’’re the exception.re the exception.

 Many poets have meter errors in Many poets have meter errors in 
their first draft, but resolve the their first draft, but resolve the 
more obvious ones during the more obvious ones during the 
editing phase. editing phase. 

 Less obvious errors may be  Less obvious errors may be  
overlooked by the writer and are overlooked by the writer and are 
discovered later by some third discovered later by some third 
party, such as a magazine or book party, such as a magazine or book 
editor.editor.
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From the ReaderFrom the Reader’’s View: Avoid Potholes!s View: Avoid Potholes!

Potholes in reading poetry are caused by Potholes in reading poetry are caused by meter errorsmeter errors..

Disruption in flow  of the poem interrupts the reader’s focus.
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Where did you get the idea?Where did you get the idea?

From music 
lead sheets.
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Potholes in MusicPotholes in Music
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Lyrics vs. Lyrics vs. PoemsPoems

““Since most of [my] lyricsSince most of [my] lyrics……
were arrived at by fitting words were arrived at by fitting words 
mosaically to music already mosaically to music already 
composed, any resemblance to composed, any resemblance to 
actual poetry, living or dead, is actual poetry, living or dead, is 
highly improbable.highly improbable.””

……Ira GershwinIra Gershwin
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TurnaboutTurnabout
Ira Gershwin may have said Ira Gershwin may have said 

““a lyric is not a poema lyric is not a poem””

but he did but he did notnot say say 

a poem is not a lyric.a poem is not a lyric.
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Some Poems as LyricsSome Poems as Lyrics

 Tying Knots in the DevilTying Knots in the Devil’’s Tails Tail
From Gail GardnerFrom Gail Gardner’’s s ““Sierry PetesSierry Petes””

 High Chin BobHigh Chin Bob
From Badger ClarkFrom Badger Clark’’s s ““The Glory TrailThe Glory Trail””

 The Strawberry RoanThe Strawberry Roan
From Curly FletcherFrom Curly Fletcher’’s s ““The Strawberry RoanThe Strawberry Roan””

 Horses and WomenHorses and Women
Dale PageDale Page’’s poem s poem ““Horses and WomenHorses and Women””
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SummarySummary
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Sidebar Sidebar -- Some NotationSome Notation

In discussing poetic meter in In discussing poetic meter in 
writing, itwriting, it’’s convenient to adopt  a s convenient to adopt  a 
notational convention to indicate notational convention to indicate 
stressed and unstressed syllables. stressed and unstressed syllables. 
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Examples of NotationExamples of Notation

Uppercase:Uppercase: That  LIon  LICKED  his  PAW  so  BROWNThat  LIon  LICKED  his  PAW  so  BROWN

Underlline:Underlline: That  That  lilion  on  lickedlicked his  his  pawpaw so  so  brownbrown

Boldface:Boldface: ThatThat lilionon lickedlicked hishis pawpaw soso brownbrown

Color:Color: That  That  lilion  on  lickedlicked his  his  paw paw soso brownbrown
Symbols:Symbols: U    U    // U      U      // U     U     // U    U    //

The Meter Matrix uses symbols to indicate stressed 
and unstressed syllables.
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Some Example PoemsSome Example Poems

 Song lyricsSong lyrics

 Cowboy poetsCowboy poets

 Other poetsOther poets
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1

Well, come along boys
And listen to my tale,

I’ll tell you of my troubles
On the old Chisholm Trail

2

I started up the trail
October twenty third
I started up the trail

With the Seven-X herd
3

I went to the boss
To draw my roll

And he had me figured
Nine dollars in the hole.

Convert Convert 
Verses Verses 

to to 
StanzasStanzas

THE OLD CHISHOLM TRAIL
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ReorganizationReorganization
LINE 1

Stanza 1: Well, come along boys

Stanza 2: I started up the trail

Stanza 3: I went to the boss

LINE 3

Stanza 1: I’ll tell you of my troubles

Stanza 2: I started up the trail

Stanza 3: And he had me figured

LINE 2
Stanza 1: And listen to my tale,

Stanza 2: October twenty third

Stanza 3: To draw my roll

LINE 4
Stanza 1: On the old Chisholm Trail

Stanza 2: With the Seven-X herd,

Stanza 3: Nine dollars in the hole.
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LINE 1
1   Well, come along boys
2   I started up the trail
3   I went to the boss

LINE 2
1   And listen to my tale,
2   October twenty third
3   To draw my roll

LINE 3
1  I’ll tell you of my troubles
2  I started up the trail
3  And he had me figured

LINE 4
1  On the old Chisholm Trail
2  With the Seven-X herd,
3  Nine dollars in the hole.
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TThe he OOld ld CChisholm hisholm TTrail rail -- Full Matrix Full Matrix 
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TThehe RReded RRiveriver VValleyalley

11
From this valley they say you are goingFrom this valley they say you are going
I shall miss your bright eyes and sweet I shall miss your bright eyes and sweet 

smile,smile,
For they say you are taking the sunshineFor they say you are taking the sunshine
That has brightened my pathway a while.That has brightened my pathway a while.

22
Come and sit by my side if you love me,Come and sit by my side if you love me,

Do not hasten to bid me adieu.Do not hasten to bid me adieu.
Just remember the Red River Valley,Just remember the Red River Valley,

And the cowboy who loved you so true. And the cowboy who loved you so true. 
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RReded RRiveriver VValleyalley -- Full MatrixFull Matrix
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Excerpts from Established Excerpts from Established 
Cowboy PoetsCowboy Poets

 Badger ClarkBadger Clark

E. A. Brininstool E. A. Brininstool 

Wallace McRae Wallace McRae 
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Badger ClarkBadger Clark –– TThehe GGlorylory TTrailrail
(excerpt)(excerpt)

11
'Way high up the Mogollons'Way high up the Mogollons
Among the mountain tops,Among the mountain tops,

A lion cleaned a yearlin's bonesA lion cleaned a yearlin's bones
And licked his thankful chops,And licked his thankful chops,

22
When on the picture who should ride,When on the picture who should ride,

AA--trippin' down a slopetrippin' down a slope
But HighBut High--Chin Bob, with sinful prideChin Bob, with sinful pride

And mav'rick hungry rope.And mav'rick hungry rope.

33
That lion licked his paw so brownThat lion licked his paw so brown
And dreamed soft dreams of vealAnd dreamed soft dreams of veal

And then the circlin' loop swung downAnd then the circlin' loop swung down
And roped him 'round his meal.And roped him 'round his meal.

44
He yowled quick fury to the worldHe yowled quick fury to the world

Till all the hills yelled back;Till all the hills yelled back;
The topThe top--hawse gave a snort and whirledhawse gave a snort and whirled

And Bob caught up the slack.And Bob caught up the slack.
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11
'Way high up the Mogollons,'Way high up the Mogollons,

Among the mountain tops,Among the mountain tops,
A lion cleaned a yearlin's bonesA lion cleaned a yearlin's bones

And licked his thankful chops,And licked his thankful chops,

22
When on the picture who should ride, When on the picture who should ride, 

AA--trippin' down a slope,trippin' down a slope,
But HighBut High--Chin Bob, with sinful prideChin Bob, with sinful pride

And mav'rick hungry rope.And mav'rick hungry rope.

Badger ClarkBadger Clark –– TThehe GGlorylory TTrailrail
(excerpt)(excerpt)
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TThe he GGlory lory TTrail rail –– Full Matrix Full Matrix 
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OOLD LD SSIX IX GGUN UN (excerpt)(excerpt)
by E. A. Brininstoolby E. A. Brininstool

11
You've been a good old pal to meYou've been a good old pal to me

In all the years gone by,In all the years gone by,
You've saved my skin in many aYou've saved my skin in many a spreespree

When death was lurkin' nigh;When death was lurkin' nigh;

22
You're rusted some an' battered tooYou're rusted some an' battered too

But I ain't knockin' none,But I ain't knockin' none,
'Cuz they's a heap I owe to you'Cuz they's a heap I owe to you

You handy ol' six gun!You handy ol' six gun!

33
I packed you on a cattle trailI packed you on a cattle trail

'Way back in '86'Way back in '86
An' never knowed you yet to failAn' never knowed you yet to fail

When I got in a fix.When I got in a fix.

44
You've shot the lights out more'n onceYou've shot the lights out more'n once

When we struck town fer fun,When we struck town fer fun,
An' done a heap o' them fool stuntsAn' done a heap o' them fool stunts

You handy ol' six gun You handy ol' six gun 
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OOld ld SSix ix GGun un -- Full Matrix Full Matrix 
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RREINCARNATION EINCARNATION -- excerptexcerpt
by Wally McCraeby Wally McCrae

11
"What does Reincarnation mean?""What does Reincarnation mean?"

A cowpoke asked his friend.A cowpoke asked his friend.
His pal replied, "It happens whenHis pal replied, "It happens when

Yer life has reached its end.Yer life has reached its end.

22
They comb yer hair, and warsh yer neck,They comb yer hair, and warsh yer neck,

And clean yer fingernails,And clean yer fingernails,
And lay you in a padded boxAnd lay you in a padded box

Away from life's travails."Away from life's travails."

33
"The box and you goes in a hole,"The box and you goes in a hole,
That's been dug into the ground.That's been dug into the ground.

Reincarnation starts in whenReincarnation starts in when
Yore planted 'neath a mound.Yore planted 'neath a mound.

44
Them clods melt down, just like yer box,Them clods melt down, just like yer box,

And you who is inside.And you who is inside.
And then yore just beginnin' onAnd then yore just beginnin' on

Yer transformation ride."Yer transformation ride."
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RREINCARNATION EINCARNATION –– Full MatrixFull Matrix
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Excerpts from Established Excerpts from Established 
Other PoetsOther Poets

 James Whitcomb RileyJames Whitcomb Riley

 Rudyard KiplingRudyard Kipling

 Robert Frost Robert Frost 
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When the Frost is on the PunkinWhen the Frost is on the Punkin’’
(Excerpt)(Excerpt)

by James Whitcomb Rileyby James Whitcomb Riley

11
When the frost is on the punkinWhen the frost is on the punkin
and the fodder's in the shock,and the fodder's in the shock,

And you hear the kyouck and gobble And you hear the kyouck and gobble 
of the struttin' turkey cock,of the struttin' turkey cock,

22
And the clackin' of the guineys, And the clackin' of the guineys, 
And the cluckin' of the hens,And the cluckin' of the hens,

And the rooster's hallylooyer And the rooster's hallylooyer 
As he tiptoes on the fence,As he tiptoes on the fence,

33
O, it's then's the times a feller O, it's then's the times a feller 

Is aIs a--feelin' at his bestfeelin' at his best
With the risin' sun to greet him With the risin' sun to greet him 

from a night of peaceful rest,from a night of peaceful rest,

44
As he leaves the house, bareheaded, As he leaves the house, bareheaded, 

And goes out to feed the stockAnd goes out to feed the stock
When the frost is on the punkin When the frost is on the punkin 

And the fodder's in the shock. And the fodder's in the shock. 
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Matrix for Matrix for FFrost rost oon n tthe he PPunkinunkin
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MANDALAY (excerpt)MANDALAY (excerpt)
by Rudyard Kiplingby Rudyard Kipling

11
By the old Moulmein Pagoda,By the old Moulmein Pagoda,
Lookin' eastward to the sea,Lookin' eastward to the sea,
There's a Burma girl aThere's a Burma girl a--settin', settin', 

And I know she thinks o' me;And I know she thinks o' me;

22
For the wind is in the palmFor the wind is in the palm--trees, trees, 
And the templeAnd the temple--bells they say:bells they say:

"Come you back, you British soldier, "Come you back, you British soldier, 
Come you back to Mandalay!"Come you back to Mandalay!"
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Full Matrix for Full Matrix for MMANDLAYANDLAY
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Stopping by Woods on a Snowy EveningStopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
(excerpt)(excerpt)

by Robert Frostby Robert Frost

11
Whose woods these are I think I know.Whose woods these are I think I know.

His house is in the village, though;His house is in the village, though;
He will not see me stopping hereHe will not see me stopping here

To watch his woods fill up with snow.To watch his woods fill up with snow.

22
My little horse must think it queerMy little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse nearTo stop without a farmhouse near

Between the woods and frozen lakeBetween the woods and frozen lake
The darkest evening of the year.The darkest evening of the year.

33

He gives his harness bells a shakeHe gives his harness bells a shake

To ask if there is some mistake.To ask if there is some mistake.

The only other sounds the sweepThe only other sounds the sweep

Of easy wind and downy flakeOf easy wind and downy flake

44

The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,

But I have promises to keep,But I have promises to keep,

And miles to go before I sleep,And miles to go before I sleep,

And miles to go before I sleep.And miles to go before I sleep.
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Full Matrix for Full Matrix for SSnowy nowy WWoodsoods
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A Simple ExampleA Simple Example

By Bob Sampson, 8/1/2015By Bob Sampson, 8/1/2015
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1
Crusty and Rusty they called them,
And really they were quite a pair.

Thirty score more they'd been sidekicks
With many a story to share.

2
They'd grown up ‘mid the Depression,
Their families were poor but survived.

Both settled land and raised cattle,
Good wives and nine children had thrived.

3
Traveling the world dressed in khaki,

Young Rusty had marched into Rome.
Crusty was in the Pacific,

With God's grace they both made it home.
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* Suggested “fixes” are in red.

Crusty and Rusty Crusty and Rusty –– Lines 1 & 2Lines 1 & 2
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4
The two met ‘cause they were neighbors;

A road separated their farms.
Kids were like brothers and sisters,

They challenged the world arm in arms.
5

They fought ‘bout which breed of cattle
Would bring the best means to their plan.

Rusty would run the white Charolais
With Crusty, a Black Angus man.

6
Ear notching years were behind them,

Their families ran both of their spreads. 
Their wisdom always considered

But future passed to younger heads.
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Crusty and RustyCrusty and Rusty –– Lines 3 & 4Lines 3 & 4
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Crusty and Rusty Crusty and Rusty –– Lines 1Lines 1--44
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SummarySummary

 Good writing is made during editing.

 The Meter Matrix is a tool to be used during 
the editing phase of your writing.

 The Meter Matrix can highlight: 
 Mismatched syllables,

 Overuse of words in starting lines,

 Overuse of words within stanzas,

 Questionable rhymes. 

 Good writing is made during editing.Good writing is made during editing.

 The The MMeter eter MMatrixatrix is a tool to be used during is a tool to be used during 
the editing phase of your writing.the editing phase of your writing.

 The The MMeter eter MMatrixatrix can highlight: can highlight: 
 Mismatched syllables,Mismatched syllables,

 Overuse of words in starting lines,Overuse of words in starting lines,

 Overuse of words within stanzas,Overuse of words within stanzas,

 Questionable rhymes. Questionable rhymes. 
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If you’re like the old cowboy poet,
Your meter’s a mess and you know it,

Your lines may be tossed,
But all is not lost,

Rely on the matrix to show it!
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The End
The End
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Left OversLeft Overs
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•• Most writing begins with the Most writing begins with the creative phasecreative phase
where the story is born and fleshed out.where the story is born and fleshed out.

•• The creative phase is usually followed by the The creative phase is usually followed by the 
editing phaseediting phase where, like using modeling clay, the where, like using modeling clay, the 
story is poked and pulled and refined.story is poked and pulled and refined.

•• Some writers edit as they go while others wait Some writers edit as they go while others wait 
and edit at the end. Some never edit.and edit at the end. Some never edit.

•• Regardless of your style, meter should be  Regardless of your style, meter should be  
checked at some point, along with other elements.checked at some point, along with other elements.

Editing StylesEditing Styles


